CHAPTER 2:
THE PROBLEM OF MEASURING
CULTURAL BIAS

Cultural theory is still in its early stages of development. My aim here is twofold; to develop both the theory and the scales of measurement. These tasks must be
performed simultaneously. The development of adequate scales of measurement is a
task which involves years of trial and error. My contribution will be minimal since I
must use pre-existing data and questions, but I hope that I shall be able to show how
these ques tions relate to the theoretical co nstructs. Prop er testing of th e theory is
dependent on the existence of both valid and reliable measures, and the
operationalizations of these measures will be dependent on the current formulation of
the theory. Cultural theory's claims about the relationship between the individual and
the cultural biases are unclear, and can be best understood with the help of three
different models or versions of the theory: The Coherent Individual, The Sequential
Individual, and The Synthesized Individual. First an apparatus of measurement must be
established - which I shall do in this chapter. Afterwards, as a part of the three the
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approaches, I shall adapt these cultural bias measurements to the current assumptions of
the nature of cultural bias.

2.0.1

Empirical Work

I believe that the best way to study the relationship between the individual and the
cultures is to look upon the individual, i.e. use the individual as the unit of analysis. No
matter how the relation be tween the individual a nd the cultu res is forme d, the effec ts
should be clearly visible on the individual level as different configurations of values
and attitudes . Alternatively on e could stud y change of cultures in rela tion to chan ges in
the social relations, but this would requ ire more resources than I h ave available. There
is very little empirical work done based on the cultural theory, which uses the
individual as the unit of analysis, therefore I have very few previous operationalizations
to use as models.
Cultural Theory does not yet have an established nor a well-tested apparatus for
measurement. The theory itself focuses on the interplay between social structures and
cultural biases, but gives very few clues for building scales of measurement for either
the grid and group dimensions or the cultural biases. A promising attempt has been
made by Gross and Rayner (1985) who created "a paradigm for the analysis of social
organization" based on cultural theory. Mary Douglas comments on their project in the
following manner:
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So this method of grid/group analysis is a tool for testing. It does not help the researcher
to know what are the values and ideas that constitute the local culture, but it does help to
be able to locate them in the appropriate part of the population. [...] The method of
Gross and Rayner shows how the social locations of differing opinions can be mapped,
and that is quite a start (Douglas in Gross and Rayner 1985:xxiii).

Gross and Rayner's approach is focusing on the close connection between cultural
biases and the differen t forms of social organ ization in the local comm unity. They are
attemp ting to d etermin e the loc ation of differe nt socia l group s in the g rid-grou p space .
Their method is based on interviews and observations concerning one issue creating
conflict in the community. They take the standpoint that cultural theory should be used
first and foremost on the organizatorial level. This viewpoint harmonizes with the
theory and its intentions, but does not shed light on my interest - the relation between
individuals and cultural biases. Further, their research project is only a hypothetical
project o n a hypo thetical v illage.
Dake, Thom pson, & Ne ff have perform ed research on ho usehold cultures, whe re
the household is the unit of analysis, providing both social relations and cultural biases,
and thus forming a way of life within the four walls of a home. They have used a
combination of interviews and survey, thus obtaining several types of data on the same
households. They regularly refer to hierarchists, individualists, egalitarians and
fatalists, and show more awarenes of the individuals' role than is common in cultural
theory (as I am als o trying to d o), even though individ uals are not their unit of a nalysis.
I thin k this is one of the mos t success ful resea rch p rojects based on cultural th eory,
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since it has managed to combine information of context and cultural bias in a common
small sc ale orga nization , the fam ily (Dake , Thom pson, & Neff , forthco ming).
Another research project which has utilized a more individually-oriented
approach to cultural theory was undertaken by Carl Dake, a psychologist. He developed
a ser ies of questio ns ab out v alue s and attitu des that a re co nnected with cultu ral th eory's
categories. T his project w as based o n a comb ination of su rveys and interv iews with
three hund red Califo rnia Bay Ar ea residents c omparing cultural theor y with person ality
scales, contemporary worldviews, and some political scales (Dake 1991). Gunnar
Grendstad and Per Selle have selected and adapted ten questions for the Norwegian
context. These questions were included in the Norwegian version of the 1993 ISSP
survey on Attitudes towards the Environment. They have also published a body of
work based o n this survey, which I shall refer to later.

2.0.2

The Data: a Survey

I have chosen to use The 1993 ISSP survey on Attitudes towards the
Environment1 as data for m y thesis, because in autumn 1994, w hen my pro ject started it
was the only Norwegian dataset available containing tailored questions measuring

1

Norwegian Social Science Data Services (NSD) collected the data in the spring 1993 and have kindly provided
me permission to use it. All presentations, interpretations, and conclusions based on the data are on my own, NSD
has no resp onsibility for them . See App endix pag e 206 for more de tails about the su rvey and an evaluation o f its
representa tivity.
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Cultural B iases. For the sake of sim plicity, from now on I will be r eferring to th is
survey o nly as the s urvey.

2.0.3

The Three Versions of Cultural Bias

I need to develop three different operationalizations of cultural theory, one for
each v ersion o f the the ory: Coh erent, S equen tial, and S ynthetic In dividu al App roach.
Each of the three versions of the theory do give the individual different characteristics,
which leads to three dif ferent v ariables describ ing the c ultural b ias.
First, the Coh erent Individ ual, has only on e cultural bias , and the va riable used to
describe individuals cultural bias has with four different cultures as values. Examples
of values for four respondents would be 'Hierarchical', 'Individualistic', 'Egalitarian'
and 'Fatalistic'. Th e cultural bias variable is thu s on nom inal level of m easureme nt.
Second, the Sequential Individual, changes her cultural bias membership, so the
coding of the variable will be based on comparisons of the relative levels of the cultural
biases for each individual and comparisons of the number of cultural biases the
individual seems to support. This cultural bias variable, will also be on the nominal
level, but w ith many mo re categories . Some ex amples of the values f or this variable
could be 'hierarchical', 'either hierarchical or individualistic', 'either hierarchical or
egalitaria n', 'either hi erarchi cal, ega litarian o r individ ualistic'.
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Third, the Synthetic Individual, shows different levels of support and rejection for
all four cultural biases, which are thus treated as four continuous variables having
values simultaneously. Hierarchy, Individualism, Egalitarianism, and Fatalism are thus
variables, and the values are referring to the strength of support or rejection of the
cultural bias in q uestion .
I will first identify set of questions measuring all four cultural biases as
continuous variables, and then later use these same continuous variables to as a basis of
operationalization of cultural bias in each of the apporaches. This gives me an
opportun ity to evaluate the c ontent and construct v alidity2 of the c ultural b ias inde xes.
For me it is very important to be able to consider the cultural bias measurments as
scales with mathem atical proper ties, and not ju st as simple in dicators, in ord er to
perform certain statistical tests. The main purpose of the evaluation of validity and
reliability is to aquire a reasonable level of confidence in the characteristics and
behav ior of th e cultura l bias me asurem ents.

2.0.4

The Dependent Variable: Party Preference

It is very difficult to create a reliable indicator for the cultural membership based
on the cultural bias questions. There is no reliable way to determine the real strengths
of the cultural biases. But this is not a problem; I am not trying to determine the "true"

2

See dicussion of validity and reliability on page 3 8 for definitions of these concepts.
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values of anything. This thesis is describing the data and comparing these descriptions
with th e theory.
The best available check for the theory is to compare the performance of
Coherent, Sequential and Synthetic Individual Approaches against some variable of
which we have strong reason to expect a certain pattern. One has to be careful though
not to use a variable, that only restates one of the questions used in the cultural bias
indexes. I will use party preference as variable with which I will test the different
versions of cultural theor y. Party preferenc e reflects sev eral dimen sions and is
therefore complex enough, it has well known categories (parties), and I have strong
expectation s for the pa rties placem ent in relation to the cultural bia ses. The co mplexity
is necessary for separating the effects of different cultural bias combinations from each
other. The cultural biase s are in man y ways like a fou r dimensio nal system, and to
differentiate between them one needs something with corresponding complexity. The
necessary complexity also has an inherent drawback; one can easily identify several
plausib le expla nations for the r espon dents p referen ce for a certain p arty.
I will now look upo n some m ethodolog ical issues bef ore I go ov er to evalua te
validity of the questions intended fo r the measuremen t of cultural biases and to form
indicators m easuring cu ltural bias out o f these, wh ose reliability I shall also try to
evalua te.
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Methodological considerations:
I am planning to run three parallel analyses based on the three different

approaches. First one assuming that cultures are single and that they exclude each
others. In the second analysis I will assume that, there is a sequential relation between
the cultures within an individu al . And in the third test I will assume that there are
synthetical combinations of cultures, where rejection of an other way of life is just as
importa nt than th e accep tance o f ones own.
In this thesis I will rely much on the analysis of biases. The survey does not give
a possibility to make an analysis off several of aspects of cultural theory. The survey
does not include information on respondents grid-group placement, nor information on
what kind of groups they are members off.

2.1.1

Statistical Models and Description

There are at least three different positions regarding the use of models. First, one
can claim that there are true models that describe the relations between the different
variables perfectly, but they are just unknown for the researcher. Second, one can
claim that there are always a several different models because models can be made on
differe nt levels of con ceptua lization a nd cau sal distan ce (Lu skin 19 91: p.10 38). Th ird,
one can claim as Barry, that there are no true models for most of the social science
phenom ena, only theor ies:
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Instead of worrying about whether our regression models do conform to some hypothetical "true" model
— which we will never know — we ought to judge our regression models by weather they conform to our
theories. (Barry 1993: p.342)

Barry's version has some practical consequences. Statistical testing does not tell us
whether the model used is correct, merely if some mathematical requirements, that can
be put on the relationship between a set of variables by a model, are likely to hold also
for the population. And since there is no true model, one can usually specify several
models that are statistically satisfactory. The researchers main task is not to choose the
right model3 , but to draw the right con clusions fro m the data . The main focus sho uld
thus be the r elationship b etween d ata and the th eory. I base my self on Barry's view in
this thesis.
A good theo ry does not give specific func tional forms, it merely states that there
is a relation be tween A and B. It is lef t for the resea rcher in eac h concrete situation to
decide ho w mathe matically describ e A's influen ce on B in this case, and whether this
does or does not fit with the theory. Achen has given a good depiction of the
researchers role:
[...] regression equations and their estimated coefficients remain purely descriptive.
The theory that describes their pattern is what generalizes to other cases (Achen 1982
p.29).
Basically, several different data sets were described in a variety of ways until every other
reasonable interpretation become improbable. There was no attempt at -specifying the
"true" functional form; it remained unknown and unwanted. [...] Instead, the goal was to

3

Obviously, one must still find a relevant and "correctly" specified model, but there is a set of proper models of
which som e have a clo ser structural rese mblance to the theory. I p refer, to choo se a mod el that shows ho w the data
could be created if the theory holds, i.e. use of structural models, when ever possible.
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construct a statistical description faithful to the data set and to draw causal inferences
from the overall pattern, not just from the particular pattern. (Achen 1982, p.29)

It is worthwhile also to notice that the functional forms does not generalize, whereas
the theory does.

I will attempt to build statistical models faitfull to data in order to be

able to evaluate how well the different approaches describe the data.
The Cultural theory has not been subject for many quantitatively oriented research
projects, and therefore I have very few previous models to rely on. I will thus be using
the same sample to developing models for Cultural theory and to test these, which of
course does p ose a pr oblem for bo th testing and ov erdeter minatio n (Fox 1993:3 18).
But as long as I do not expect my models being the true models, the problem is not
overwhelming. I will be describing the relation between three versions of cultural
theory and one survey dataset, and not attempting to find a final solution. Even if I
shall use regular statistical vocabulary and tests, all my statements should be interpreted
with this in mind.

2.1.2

Mathematical and Theoretical Structures

Unfortunately in Social Sciences one often uses mathematical methods without
giving enough care in considering its effects for the theory, or considering whether
betwe en the a ssump tions in th e theory a nd the s tatistical p rocedu res do f it to each other.
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We should take specific problems and look at them with the end in mind of
understanding better how the structure of behavioral science thinking and the structure of
various mathematical methods fit each other. (Lazarsfeld 1969:5)

The congrue nce between m athematical models an d cultural theory is essential to ensure
that the data could have b een created though processes described in the theory. If there
is not congruence, the results are practically worthless. One common mistake is to use
additive model in statistical analysis, where the theory claims that the cultures exclude
each o ther, as th e culture s in the c oheren t and se quentia l individ ual.
In survey analysis there is often much weight put on the significance tests. The
true advantages of the statistical approach become visible first when one abandons the
testing o f emp ty null-hypo thesis an d focu ses in ste ad on th e substa ntial sign ificanc e.
Achen depict the move from statistical significance testing to evaluating the substantive
significance in following manner:
[...] there are no real benefits in clinging to routinized answers to irrelevant questions
just to avoid giving less mechanical replies to queries that matter. Working with
substantive significance forces the researcher to be precise about what his or hers
research is for. (Achen 1982, p.45)

There are two main approaches to the evaluation of the substantive significance. The
first one tries to compare the theories, or more precisely, the magnitudes of alternative
explanato ry variables eff ect, to give pic ture of the th eories' strength 4 . This has often
the weakness that the researcher is heavily relying on the present operationalization of

4

This could be used as the variable oriented research's answer to the comparatively oriented research had it not
been that the a lternative theor ies, which are the equivalent o f case oriented research's case s, are seldom compar ed in
depth (See Ragin 1987), I think that I actually disagree with Ragin here, but the concepts used are from him). The
statistical material usu ally limits the comp arison to on ly one ope rationalization of the theory.
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each theory, and often the quality of a theory is confused with the quality of the
operationalization. In addition the different causal distances do often not warrant direct
comparisons of otherwise comparable statistics. The second approach, focuses more on
only one theory and tries to show that the data could be created from models made on
the basis of the theory. I am trying to combine both these approaches by comparing the
three different versions and operationalizations5 of the theo ry by their ability to create
the phenomena found in the data. This way I am also ensuring that each version of the
theory is analyzed with mathematical models that do fit the assumptions behind the
theo ry.

2.1.3

Classical Measurement Theory

In addition to the discussio n of mo dels one als o has to take measurem ent into
account. These cultural bias questions are, of course, not directly measuring the true
support for a cultural bias, they are also effected by other opinions. And it is a common
notion in Survey research that individuals do give non-consistent answers.6 To build a

5
Some might argue that there are not three different operationalizations because the differences between the
operationalizations are so small. The three operationalizations are all based on different versions of the theory but on
the same source of data. Thus I am able to compare the theory's internal structure better than by triangulation of the
method, w hich would have given b etter answers a bout the me thod.
6

Converse (1964) presented a study based on a survey showing that only very few people had a consistent
ideology. This created a debate, where Sullivan, Pierso n & Marc us 1978, Co nverse & M arcus (1979), am ong others,
have given valuable contributions. A good overview of this debate is in Niemi & Weisberg (1993).
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reliable scale based on a traditional approach, I would need here to assume that the
questio ns mea sure on ly cultural b ias.
Even though I shall devote more attention to assumptions, descriptions, and
interpretations than is usual in survey analysis, I will base my work on the principles of
classical measurement theory: There is a true score, that is measured. The difference
between the true sco re and the measure ment is the measurem ent error. These are
necessary assu mptions in order to hav e a conce pt of mea suremen t error, which will
later have much practical value.
The concept of a true score is problematic, as it is difficult to perciece a persons
as having a true cultural bias. It should be understood as an accurate measurement of a
still somewhat unclear concept. The question of whether or not there actually exists a
true cultural bias, is n ot discussed in this paper. A t the same tim e, I believe it is
important that I distance myselfe from the position often found among psychologists that the mea suremen t itself is the true sc ore, as in the c ase of intellige nce tests;
Intelligence is what is measured with intelligence tests. I will therefore discuss the
content of my measur ements in d etail.

2.2

Validity and Reliability
I will in this discussion base myself on Bohrnsteadt (1983) and his way of using

the con cepts o f conte nt validi ty, empiric al validity, c onstruc t validity an d reliabi lity.
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Content validity is referring to the theoretical domain in question, i.e. to which degree
are the questions addressing hierarchical cultural bias actually able to cover the
different domains of the hierarchical cultural bias. This must be shown through a
theoretical discussion of the questions posed for the respondents and how these
differe nt dom ains do relate to th e dom ains of the theo retical co ncepts of cultu ral biase s.
Empirical validity refers to the pattern of other known concept's correlation with the
measure u sed, i.e. if one k nows tha t hierarchical c ultural bias go es together w ith
preference for formal procedures, to strengthen the empirical validity one should find
more h ierarch ically biase d peop le in pro fession s like mi litary or cath olic chu rch.
Construct va lidity is referring to h ow the d ifferent theo retical constru cts do corre late
with each other, i.e. all questions indicating hierarchical bias, should have high positive
correlations with each other, and low or negatively with questions measuring other
cultural biases.
Even though I have chosen to take my concepts from Bohrnsteadt, his view on the
importance of content validity seems to be misplaced. He writes:
All though I enthusiastically endorse these procedures [of checking the content validity], I reject the
concept of content validity on the grounds that there is no rigorous way to assess it by except by using the
methods of construct validitation. (Bohrnsteadt 1983:100)

Bohrnsteadt seems to be here trapped into the belief of the supremacy of numerical
representatio n. I agree w ith him that the re are no statistic al method s that can be used to
prove how good is the relation between the theoretical concept and the measurement of
it, i.e. the theoretical validity or content validity. Bohrnsteadt uses rules of
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correspondence to describe the connection between what is measured and numerical
presentation of this. One of Hempel's (1966) main points is that these rules of
correspondence have the status of assumptions when a theory is empirically tested. An
empirical test cannot test its own prerequisites7 . Fortunately there are researchers who
do not share Bohrnsteadt's view and accept that
[...] there is no way to conclusively demonstrate that an indicator measures only what it
was constructed to measure. [...] While it is possible to express reliability in terms of
the percentage of random error in the indicator, there is no corresponding way to quantify
validity in practice. (Sullivan et al. 1979: 14)

It is a diff icult, but necess ary task to show that the m easure s are va lid.
I hope that the following discussion of the questions used will demonstrate how
the questions in the Survey relate to the cultural biases. I shall continue in the
follow ing ma nner. F irst, I shall d iscuss e ach qu estions r elation to the cultu ral biase s.
This is exploration of the content validity. Second, I will skip testing for of empirical
validity, since I believ e that my prese ntation of th e sociodem ographics and the an alysis
of party preferences for each version of cultural theory, will serve as a check of the
empirical validity. I shall also try to compare the different questions in relation to the
differe nt facto rs, as a m easure of con struct va lidity.
In many respects, the problem of validity is the most critical problem in empirical
research. (It is similar to the problem of "naming" or "labeling" factors in factor
analysis.) Do the indicators measure the abstract concept of our theory? We never know
for certain. It must remain somewhat problematic. (Sullivan et al. 1979: 19)

7

Examp les of this kind of ru les of corresp ondenc e in survey rese arch could be our be lief in compu ters ability to
store data over time without error, or the Gaus-Markov Theorem, both of these being necessities for, the practice of
research to day.
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The Content Validity of Cultural Bias Indicators

In the surve y there are 10 q uestions ab out the cultu ral biases. I w ill here evalua te
their content validity, i.e., to which degree the content of these questions correspond
with the content of the theoretical concepts. Content validity can thus be understood
more as a desirable goal than as measurement (Carmines & Zeller 1979). There are 3
questions each indicating Individualism and Egalitarianism and two questions each for
Hierarchy an d Fatalism. A ll these questio ns are by Gre ndstad an d Selle. I shall
evaluate the content validity of these questions and present the frequency distributions
for each of these questions. I shall look upon the construct validity by using factor
analyses of these questions to identify the emerging dimensions and to check the
questions relation to each other. After this I will use Cronbach's " toevaluate the
reliability of the scales.8

8

Cronbach's alpha is equal to the average of the possible split-half correlations, which is a good measure of
reliability. Thus Cronbach's alpha is the lower bound for reliability (Rossi et al. 1983:86).
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0,5

0,75

1

N

23,5

20,1

30,3

19,0

7,0

1236

'The best way to provide for future generations is to
preserve our c ustoms and h eritage'
CH2

11,7

14,2

32,4

23,4

18,3

1344

'Everyone should have an equal chance to succeed and
fail WITH OUT governm ent interf erence'
CI1

9,2

11,9

29,5

25,2

24,1

1319

'If people have the vision and ability to acq uire property,
they ought to be allowed to enjoy it'
CI2

2,5

5,0

24,6

38,8

29,0

1331

'In a fair system, people with more ability should earn
more'
CI3

14,7

12,4

26,6

28,8

17,5

1288

'What this world needs is a fairness revolution to make
the distribution of goods more equal'
CE1

3,1

4,9

16,7

26,7

48,6

1359

'I support a tax shift so th at the burden falls more heavily
on corporations and persons with large incomes'
CE2

8,8

7,5

14,4

30,6

38,7

1324

'Big corporations are responsible for most of the evil in
the world'
CE3

13,1

17,6

30,0

24,8

14,6

1065

'Cooperation with others rarely works'

CF1

65,9

12,7

13,6

5,0

2,8

1371

'It seems that whomever you vote for things go on pretty
much the same'.
CF2

3,0

6,6

12,3

36,3

41,8

1360

'One of the p roblems with people today is t hat they
challenge authority too often'

CH1

I have coded these questions from 0 to 1 so that one confirming the cultural bias in question. 1 is strongly support,
0,75 is support, Respondents who chose the middle position, neither for or against, are coded as 0,5. 0,25 is reject
and 0 is strongly reject the proposition set forth in the survey. Respondents who ansvered Don't know are excluded
from all further analysis. Median values are emphasized.

Table 2 .1 The Ques tions M easurin g Cultu ral Bias , and T heir Fre quenc y Distribu tions.

How well these questions help to build a connection between a theoretical
concept of cultural bias and the respondents actual position? Bohrnsteadt's use of
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content validity focuses on the measurements ability to refer to the different domains of
the theoretical concept. These questions are not asking about the respondents actual
social relations, i.e. grid-group dimensions, but about the respondents attitudes towards
organizing these relations. They are thus more or less directly measuring cultural bias,
to the degree this is possible. It is difficult to separate and prioritize different domains
within the cultural biases. There is a plethora to choose between; Thompson has
presented a list with 42 different domains for attitudes for the four cultural biases
(Thompson 1992:199). It seems reasonable in a survey to use questions about
responde nts attitudes to d ifferent w ays of organ izing the soc ial relations, since it is
even more difficult to get reliable information about respondents grid-group placement
than abou t their values a nd attitudes. I sh all now try to fin d out wh ich doma ins within
each cultural bias are covered. I use the appendix to Thompson's article (1992) as the
basis for the descriptions of the different domains.
The two questions intended to measure hierarchical bias are 'One of the problems
with peop le to day is that they ch allenge auth ority too often' an d 'The best w ay to
provide for future generations is to preserve our customs and heritage'. To which
degree are these questions focusing on central domains of Hierarchy? I would expect
the 'Obedience to authority' question to be a good question, since obedience to the
people having positions over you is central for Hierarchy, and also rejected by
supporters of the
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other cultures. The question about 'preserving our customs and heritage' maps to the
domain of the the importance of traditions, which also seems to fit well, since the other
cultural bias with high grid - Fatalism -, can hardly be expected to put high value on
customs and heritage, as the future looks so uncertain to them. Both these questions
have a satisfactory distribution, with a median at 0.5, even if they differ on the form of
the tails. The first one has a heavy tail on the rejecting side and the second question a
heavy tail on the supporting side. The distribution is an issue because many statistical
techniq ues, use either co rrelation or the co varianc e matrix as a step in the ca lculation .
Both being dependent on the size of

. In other words, a very skewed

distribution w here mos t of the respo ndents are a t the mean , will get low values eve n if
the 'true' relationsh ip is conside rable strong er, specially if the tail is th in. There is
simply not enough variation to g ive high correlations nor cov ariances. If there are
enough respondents in the tail, their increased distance from the mean (compared with a
balanc ed distrib ution) w ill help to weigh for the l ack of the othe r side of the tail.
There are three questions measuring the Individualistic bias. The first one is,
'Everyone should have an equal chance to succeed and fail WITHOUT government
interfer ence'. T his que stion m aps into two dif ferent d omain s: equa lity and go vernm ent.
The individualists'9 preferred type of equality is equality of chance, and their preferred
type of government is laissez-faire, or, the absence of government interference. As
9

By individualists I mean people having a strong individualist cultural bias. I prefer to use this term for
simplicity.
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individualists a re the only one s who p refer equa lity of chance, th is questions s hould
help us to differentiate the cultural biases.
The seco nd question, 'I f peo ple h ave t he vision and abili ty to ac quire pro perty,
they ought to b e allowed to enjoy it,' is closely conn ected to the f irst question; to b e able
to enjoy one's self-acquired wealth also maps to the domain of government interference,
as well as to the strategies for using resources. Individualists prefer to adjust both needs
and resources up. Egalitarians can manage only needs, and they prefer to manage them
downward. So egalitarians would definitely disagree with the statement. Hierarchs can
manage only resources, and they prefer to manage up like individualists, but
collectively. Thus hierarchs would oppose this. The fatalists, would probably agree
with th e statem ent - it is ju st a que stion of luck.
The third q uestion, 'In a fa ir system, people with mo re ability should e arn more', is
not only related to Individualism, even if individuals consider the close connection
between ability and earning an important motivational factor, which ensures that the
most able people have the most important positions. Hierarchists can also have a
preferenc e for merito cracy; ability should b e the criteria use d to place p eople into th eir
right places. It is difficult to claim that this question should, on theoretical grounds,
measu re only - or even m ainly - Ind ividuali sm.
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The two first question s produce fairly similar distributions, where as the third
Individualism question has a much flatter distribution. All three questions have a
satisfac tory sprea d aroun d the m ean, w hich he lps to cre ate stron g corre lations.
There are three questions intended to measure egalita rian cu ltural b ias. The first
statement, 'What this world needs is a fairness revolution to make the distribution of
goods more e qual', is m apping to the do mains o f equa lity, fairnes s, and type of solu tion.
Egalitarians view equality of result as the ultimate criterion for fairness, involving equal
distribution of goods. The word 'revolution' is perhaps too strong, though - its high
emotional load might distort the main goal of the statement. But the content of the
statement is still securely in the core of Egalitarianism. Egalitarians also tend to blame
'the system' when something goes wrong (CT, p.59). The ultimate triumph for
egalitarians w ould be an equal and fair huma n society, and if w e combin e this goal w ith
their dislike of strong rules, it becomes understandable that the solution is a undefined
system chan ge - a revolu tion, not an in stitution. All the o ther cultures w ould reject this
stateme nt.
The second question, 'I support a tax shift so that the burden falls more heavily on
corpor ations a nd pers ons w ith large incom es,' is also ta pping t o the eq uality of re sult,
here adding government involvement to redistribute the wealth. It is unfortunate,
though, that both these questions are about the equality of result, it would have given a
higher conten t validity if s everal d omain s were mapp ed.
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The third question, 'Big corporations are responsible for most of the evil in the
world', maps to size, blame and system. It is though less clear than the two previous
questions, and there are a high number of missing. There are approximately 300 less
respon ses to thi s questio n, whic h alone make s it of less er value for my p urpose s.
Egalitarians prefer small scale economy, and the big corporations can easily been seen
as a impor tant part of 'the s ystem', which is th e preferred object of b lame. This s eems to
support the third question s content va lidity. Further, one c ould claim that big
corporations do not have flat structure, and that is why they are the source of so much
evil. The qu estion also ex presses a ne gative sentim ent about m arket force s which is
common to egalitarians, yet I still have difficulty seeing that this question is a successful
indicator of Egalitarianism . What is the unspecifie d 'most evil in th e world'? Is it
inequality, pollution, environmental degradation, poverty, economical growth or
something else? Given what egalitarians believe is the 'most evil in the world' the
source of it wo uld diff er.
Both the first and the second question recieve very high support (median on
support stro ngly). This is unfortunate - assuming that most attitudinal measures follow
a normal distribution - because it does not allow us to separate between the people who
have m oderate and the people who h ave ex tremely h igh pos itions on Egalita rianism .
Both these positions are likely to be included in the support stro ngly category. With the
third question the media n is on the m iddle position , which m ight give us h elp to
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separate the more extreme individualists from the others. But on the other hand it is not
as clear ly egalitaria n as the first two .
There are two questions measuring fatalistic cultural bias.

The fi rst ques tion,

'Cooperatio n with oth ers rarely work s', seems to be based on the idea that sin ce there is
not much one can do anyway, the chances for cooperation to success are not too good.
Unfortunately also hierarchists and individualists might support this statement. The
hierarchists would like to have a boss, who tells what to do, and the individualists do
not cooperate, they prefer competition to cooperation (an ego-centered network). The
second question, 'It seems that whomever you vote for things go on pretty much the
same,' is mapping on the preferred form of government and one's sense of
empowerment. This question seems to discriminate between the cultural biases since
the three biases are active in their orientation. One of course must take notice that
78.1% of the respondents agree with the statement, so this question should be
considered as easy, especially compared with the first question where only 7,8% of the
respondents supported the statement. Using both these questions together makes them
much better indicator of fatalism than they would be used alone.
On the w hole these q uestions see m to repres ent the vario us cultural bia ses fairly
well, with so me exce ptions. The third question on individu alism is likely to be h eavily
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influenced by Hierarchy and there were so ma ny respondents who left the third
egalitarianism question unanswered that it is a problematic variable.10
In the next s ection I shall u se factor an alysis to explore th ese variable s' relations to
each others. I believe that I might need to revise the combinations of questions included
in the analysis if they do not behave the way I expected. The process of trial and error
is often necessary within a research project. Measures that do not work should not be
used - even if they were in the original plan.

2.2.2

Cultural Bias Indicators and Construct Validity

Factor ana lysis as a techniqu e is designe d for the an alysis of unm easurable
variables such as the cultural biases. There are two questions I am especially interested
in. First, I will try to identify four first emerging factors. Optimally, I am looking for
factors that lo ad heavily po sitive on que stions mea suring one cultural bias a nd not at all
or heavily negatively on questions measuring other cultural biases. Here I am taking the

10

Another problem with these questions is that they all questions and answers have the same direction on the
interview scheme. It is customary to alternate the direction in the questions so that it is possible to sort out the
people w ho give inco nsistent answers . Now it is difficult to se parate the " lazy" respo ndent from one which is
sympathetic w ith most of the cu ltural biases.
This is a severe weakness since the question of the of the cultural biases is one of the theoretical aspects of the
cultural theory w hich I wish to ch allenge. I cou ld, of course , try to use other va riables to find id entify the "lazy"
respondents and then exclude them from the analysis. There are also conserns about the differences between the
respondents actual attitudes and their responses to the questions. The response level factor, which is showing the
respondents general tendency to answer high or low on the question.

On the vocational preference scale the unrotated principal components factor analysis has a
first factor that seems to be identical with the response level factor, whereas the two
following factors correspond to the dimensions found with MDS (Davison 1983: p.215)
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consequence of the theory's claims of active opposition and competition between the
cultural biases. Second, I shall try to evaluate the questions performance together based
on their load ing on the d ifferent fac tor models . If questions perform unclearly in
relation to the emerging factors, and there are no significant theoretical arguments for
their inc lusion in the ana lysis, I shall d rop the m from the rem aining a nalysis.

2.2.3

Identification of the Four Emerging Dimensions

I have theoretical reasons to expect four factors. In order to accept the four factor
solution I need to be able to identify the four emerging factors. I will first look upon the
utility of the factoriz ation be fore I p resent th e results from a factor a nalysis.
Using the factor-scores as measurements of the cultural biases would create a
false sense of reliability and validity, since I cannot assume that ALL variance in my
data is coming from the four cultural biases. There are numerous other influences, of
which at least m easure ment e rror is a p ossibility.
One other reason for not trying to extract factor scores for the four cultural biases,
is that factorization can be used only if one assumes the Synthesized Individual
Approach to be correct; both Coherent and Sequential Individual Approaches assume
that people with diffe rent cultural b iases do ha ve differe nt patterns. It is no t just a
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question of degree as assumed in factor analysis. The use of factorscores assumes that
the cultu ral biase s are ad ditive.
One other reason is that the measuremen ts are still too uncertain, even if there are
four identifiable factors em erging, they might be measu ring the cultural biases in a very
biased and misleading way. The connection between the questions and the factorscores
is loose, and abstract. Factorization might very well be the best method to use, at some
later point, when we have more confidence in the apparatus of measurement. Principal
components extraction is useful because it shows the relationships between the
variables, including all the variance. Thus it is better for planning of scales than ML,
which is more reliable f or iden tification of dim ension s.

Fatalism
Factor 1
CF2
CE3
CF1
CI2
CI1
CI3
CE1
CE2

Individualism
Factor 2

Egalitarian.
Factor 3

,72
,69
,59

Hierarchy
Factor 4

,47
,75
,73
,51

,47
,87
,74

CH1
,86
CH2
,36
,42
-----------------------------------------------------------------Eigenvalues
2,2
1,9
1,0
0,9

Table 2 .2 Princ ipal Co mpon ents, Eq uama x rotated Factor matrix.
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All factors in Table 2.3 are based on a Principal Components extraction and a
Equamax ro tation (I have cleaned all loading s that were less than 0,3 in ab solute value).
Principal Components extraction gives uncorrelated factors, which suits my
assumptions we ll, and the equamax ro tation balances the identifiability of the factors
and the variables against eac h other. Given that the cu ltural biases exclude each oth er as with Coherent Individual and Sequential Individual - they should be uncorrelated,
and if the Synthesized Individual model is used the cultural biases should also be
uncorr elated b ecause they are in depen dent of each o ther.
I shall first try to identify the four eme rging dime nsions and then try to evalua te
each variables performance on these dimensions in order to build the four cultural bias
scales.
The pattern is clearly visible; Th e first factor is f atalism, the sec ond is
Individ ualism, t he third is Egalit arianism and the fourth is Hiera rchy.
The first factor has its highest loading from a fatalism question, but the second
variable is loading on Egalitarianism question. The differences in strength between the
two stro ngest lo adings are also fairly sma ll. Is it possible tha t a question in tended to
measure Egalitarianism, in this case actually is measuring fatalism? The third
egal itaria n questio n, 'Bi g corpor ation s are resp onsi ble f or most o f the evil i n the wor ld',
gives a sen se of the po werlessne ss of the ind ividual. Ega litarians are sup posedly
negative to the competitive market forces, where the big corporations are the prime
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actors. The fatalists tend to blame fate (CT, p.59), and I find it difficult to believe that
big corporations can be viewed as a surrogate for fate. This factor is difficult to identify
with confidence. It is surprising that its eigenvalue is the highest one, since it is not
usually considered as the most important one.
The second factor has clear and strong loadings on all the Individualism
questions. And all other questions have loadings below 0,3 on this factor. This can be
identified beyond doubt as the Individualism dimension.
The third f actor does lo ad clearly on the two first Egalitarianism questions, and
can thus be identified as the Egalitarianism factor. There are no other loadings of
importanc e, so I consid er this factor a lso identified beyond do ubt.
The fourth factor is more unclear, since it has loadings from Hierarchy, Fatalism
and Individualism. Bo th Hierarchy questions have considerable loadings o n this factor,
so it seams reasonable to identify this as the Hierarchy factor. The intended Fatalism
question, 'Cooperation with others rarely works' does load on this Hierarchy factor, as I
expected in my discussion of the content validity. The fourth variable which shows a
considerable load on this factor is the last Individualism question, 'In a fair system
people with more ability should earn more.' It seems reasonable to assume that also
people with hierarchical tendencies would score high on this question, given that they
believe that the people high in the Hierarchy also are more skilled11 . Even if there are

11

Even though in (CT, p.184) the authors em phasize that In dividualism p uts more we ight on individ uals
performance and Hierarchy on "a large measure of following prescribed procedures".
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questions not intended to measure Hierarchy that have high loadings on this factor, I do
not consider this to be a problem. The orthogonal rotation keeps these dimensions
uncorrelated, and both the loadings and the analysis of content validity demonstrate that
these questions measure also Hierarchy to a degree.
Now I h ave identifie d three of th e four fac tors with co nfidence , and the first is
likely to be the Fatalism factor by implication, although this is a highly unsatisfactory
solution. Just because the theory claims that there are four clear cultural biases, an
unclear fa ctor does n ot becom e more cle ar by assigning it a new lab el. Instead I sha ll
examine the individual questions performance and try to eliminate the questions that
have an u nclear perf ormance and thus d istort the perfo rmance o f the who le model.
A questio n should p referably load high on o nly one facto r, thus I shall try to
elimina te ques tions tha t have s pecially lo w load ings or th at load o n sever al facto rs.
The two first egalitarian questions load only on the egalitarian factor as expected12 .
The third e galitarian que stion load on ly on the first and unclear fa ctor. This qu estion is
a good candidate for the measurement of the Fatalism factor, if it is possible to give a
theoretical account for why it would be indicating Fatalism. If such a theoretical
accou nt can b e foun d, the fir st facto r wou ld be a c lear Fata lism fac tor.

12

This is technically not correct, since a variable has loadings on all factors, but I shall use it for the sake of
simp licit y. W hat I actu ally mea n is th at th is qu esti on h as a loa din g on e fac tor t hat i s co nsid era bly h ighe r tha n it's
loadings on any of the other factors.
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The first Fatalism question 'Cooperation with others rarely works', loads both on
Fatalism and the Hierarchy factors. This fits with my expectations from the content
validity discussion ; the question is not meas uring just Fa talism, since als o hierarchists
could answer positively to this question. The second Fatalism question, 'It seems that
whomever you vote for things go on pretty much the same', loads highly only on the
first fac tor.
The first Hierarchy question performs exemplary and loads only on the Hierarchy
factor. The second question on Hierarch y, 'The best way to provide for future
generations is to preserve our customs and heritage', has its strongest load (0,42) on the
Hierarchy factor, but it has almost as strong load on the Fatalism factor (0,36). So the
question seems empirically to have an element of Fatalism in it, which weakens the
Hierarchy scale.
The tw o first In dividu alism qu estions l oad stro ngly on th e Indiv idualism factor.
The third question on Individualism loads on both Individualism and Hierarchy, and the
difference betwe en the strength of the load s is small. 'In a fair system people with more
ability should ea rn more' certa inly indicates indiv idualistic bias, an d as I did pre dict in
the discussion of content validity, also respondents with hierarchical cultural bias
support this statement to a degree. This question should perhaps be dropped for reasons
of cl arity.
If we no w look u pon the ne w com binations of variables em erging:
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Hierarchy is ind icated by the va riables CH 1 and C H2 as be fore. Individ ualism is
indicated b y CI1 and C I2, where CI3 is con sidered to b e exclude d. Egalitarian ism is
indicated by CE1 and CE2. Fatalism is indicated by CF1, CF2 an d CE3. Bef ore
deciding which variables to include and which to drop I will examine the reliability of
different combinations of the variables.

2.2.4

Reliability of the Cultural Bias Indicators

A meas ure's reliability tells us ho w consiste ntly the scale is per forming. W hen all
items in a scale receive simultaneously high values the reliability is high, i.e. close to 1,
and if the different items' values are random the reliability is close to zero.
I will exam ine several d ifferent com binations of variables fo r each cultu ral bias, in
order to find the com binations that have high v alidity and high reliability. As a measure
I am using Cron bach's alpha, which is base d on the items correlations w ith each other. 13
Cronba ch's alpha is v ery sensitive to the number of variable s included, so that it is
possible to get a high alpha even with low item-item correlations if the number of items
is high.

13

Cronba ch's alpha is base d on the follo wing formula :

Cronbach's alpha
where k is the number of items and
is the mean of the covariances and
is the mean of variances
between the items. Thus w e can see tha t alpha increa ses quickly as the number o f items grows (N orusis 199 0: B19 1).
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In the Table 2.4 we can see how the variables loading highly on the four different
dimensions in the factor solution on page 51 perform. The factor solution separates the
different elements of variation within each variable, whereas Cronbach's alpha includes
all the variation from eac h respective variable in a s ummary m easure. A reliable scale
has Cronbach alpha of 0,7 or larger. We can immediately see that none of these scales
even come close. While it might be preferable to use the factor scores as the basis for
the four cu ltural bias scale s the conten t validity is not suff icient, as I wro te earlier. It is
better to have a less reliable but precise measure than a more reliable measure of
something we do not know w hat it is.14 I have chose to use a summary measure for my
cultu ral bias sc ales, bec ause this g ives me m ore c ontrol ov er the con tent v alidi ty.

14

I am here think ing of the first and stro ngest factor, wh ich cannot b e identified with 1 00% c onfidence as it
loads on questions indicating sev eral cultures.
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Scale reliabilities on different combinations of variables, Cronbach's alpha. Scales are on the top
and the Q uestions are o n the left. The q uestions includ ed in a scale a re marked with a dot.
H1

H2

H3

H4

I1

I2

CH1

!

!

!

!

CH2

!

!

!

!

CI1

!

!

CI2

!

!

E1

E2

CE1

!

!

CE2

!

!

!

CI3

!

!
!

CF1

!

0,40
1198

0,50
1142

0,48
1142

0,54
1142

F3

!

!

CF2

N

F2

F4

!

CE3

Alpha

F1

0,52
1201

0,42
1201

!
!

!

!

!

0,48
1045

0,39
1051

0,24
1342

!

!

0,43

0,55
1026

0,54
1026

Table 2.3 Reliabilities of the different scales

Individualism is the easiest scale to form. All three variables displayed a clear
pattern in the factor analysis, and here the three variables together give a reliability of
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0,52. Even if the third variable have lower loadings on the Individualism factor, the
difference in alpha between I1 and I2 makes it clear that all three should be included particularly, because the analysis of content validity also conforms with this.
Egalitarianism also seems to be fairly clear. In the factor ana lysis the third
Egalitarianism variable had only a minor loading on the Egalitarianism factor. Here E2,
which includes this third variable, has only an incrementally higher alpha than E1 even
allowin g for th e fact th at alpha is very sen sitive to th e increa se in nu mber o f variab les.
Here I shall put construct validity in front of reliability and drop CE3 from the
Egalitarianism scale, which is thus formed from CE1 and CE2.
Hierarchy is not quite as clear. In the factor analysis there were four variables
that loaded on Hierarchy - two of them unexpectedly. We can see how the alpha varies
from 0,40 to 0,54 for th e differen t combina tions of thes e variables th at include b oth
Hierarchy variables. It would be clearly beneficial for the reliability to include all these
variables, but what kind of effect does it have for the validity? The construct validity of
this scale would not change, if we use the factor solution to evaluate it, but if we use the
correlation between the new measures the situation is quite different15 . So the problem
is in d ecid ing, w hich com bina tion of th ese s cale s to p ick so tha t con tent v alidi ty,
construct validity and reliability are all preserved.

15

It is more approriate to use the correlations between the scales, as I will be using additive scales, not
factorized ones to form the cu ltural bias scales.
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Preferable, the
different scales

Correlations:
E2

I1

F1

F2

F3

F4

alpha

Hierarchy 1

0,04

0,31

0,30

0,19

0,30

0,29

0,40

too highly with each

Hierarchy 2

0,06

0,31

0,55

0,29

0,58

0,60

0,50

other. One could

Hierarchy 3

-,03

0,56

0,30

0,18

0,31

0,28

0,48

Hierarchy 4

-,00

0,52

0,51

0,27

0,54

0,53

0,54

alpha

0,54

0,52

0,48

0,39

0,24

0,43

should no t correlate

expect, there to be
no correlation

All correlations are significant on the 0,000 level with the exception of
correlations with scale E2, of w hich are n one s ignif ican t on th e 0,0 5 leve l.

between the scales
if the cultural biases

Table 2.4 Correlations between different scales and the
Hierarchy variables

are independent of
each other, as some versions of the theory propose. On the other hand, some correlation
is expected if the cultural biases are not independent, or if there are questions that
measure several cultural biase s at the same time. So, it is impossible to say w hether a
high correlation is a problem with the measurement, scale construction or the
expec tations o f the the ory.
The high correlations between the scales emerge where there is a common
variable in tw o scales. Te chnically, it is not a b ig problem to use the sa me ques tion to
indicate several cultural biases, especially if there is rejection of the question involved.
It would lead to a lower degree of freedom in some situations, but the reliability of the
scale would increase. I have tried these scales in a multivariate regression and found no
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prob lems with multicol linea rity. 16 There will, though, be problems with separating the
effects of these variab les if their corre lation is as high as 0.5. Con sequently, I will try to
avoid th is high o f correl ations b etwee n the sc ales.
Obviously, the F 4 has far too low reliability and should be dropped . The only
Hierarchy scale that does have correlations only of 0,3 or below is H 1, but unfortu nately
it has a low reliability (0,40). Together with H1 I could use F1 scale, which has the best
reliability of the fatalism scales. It uses one Egalitarianism question in addition to the
fatalism questions. The CE3 can be seen as measuring fatalism. Several different
factor analyses confirm that it loads strong est on the fatalism factor. 17 The combination
of H 1 and F 1 seems to b e the best co mbination of these sc aling com binations, be cause it
best takes into account content validity. It does not help to have high reliability if the
validity is low, eve n if it is imposs ible to have high validity w ithout havin g a reliable
measure. I h ave chos en to sacrific e some o f the Hiera rchy-scale's reliability in ord er to
have a measurement where I can still trace clearly back to some identifiable attitudes.18

16

None of the scales used can be formed as a linear combination of the others.

17

I have performed analyses using Maximum Likelihood, Principal Components, and Generalized Least Squares
extractions a nd varima x, equama x and ob limin rotations. T he pattern fo r CE3 w as very consiste nt, and it thus clear ly
has construc t validity in relation to the fatalism scale. T he question is some wha t ambiguo us, but beca use it
consistently, und er different ana lyzes, loads with fatalism I believe it does indee d indicate fata lism. The o nly
alternative is that the fatalism questions do not measure fatalism, but som ething else, which would lead to a false
identification of the factor as fatalism-factor, but this does not seem likely (see the discussion about content validity).
18

Just for clarity; Th e three other Hierarch y scales corre late highly with either F atalism, Individ ualism or bo th.
The on ly exception is th e combin ation if H 2 and F2 with a correlation of 0,29. This would lead to a better Hierarchy
indicator and a worse F atalism indicator. I believe that the Hierarchy qu estions are better than the Fatalism questions,
therefore I ha ve chosen to strengthen the Fatalism indic ator instead o f the Hierarc hy indicator.
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From now on, I shall not use the subscript in the scale names anymore, because I
will con sistently us e the ch osen sc ales to in dicate th e individ ual cultu ral biase s.
To summarize, I have chosen to form the cultural bias scales in the manner shown in
Table 2 .5.

H (1)
CH1: 'One of the problems with people today i s that they challenge
authority too often'

I( 1 )

F(1)

!

CH2:

'The best way to provide for f uture generations is to preserve
our customs a nd heritage'

CI1:

'Everyone should have an equal chance to succeed and fail
WITHOUT government in terference'

!

CI2:

'If people have t he vision and ability to ac quire prop erty, they
ought to be allowed to enjoy it'

!

CI3:

'In a fair system, people wi th more abili ty should earn more'

!

!

CE1: 'What this world needs is a fairness revolution to make the

!

distribution of goods mor e equal'

CE2: 'I support a tax shift so th at the burden falls more heavily on

!

corporations and persons with large incomes'

CE3: 'Big corporations are responsible for most of the evil in the

!

world'

CF1:

'Cooperation with others rarely works'

!

CF2:

'It seems that whomever you vote for things go on pretty much
the same'.

!

Alpha
N

E(2)

0,40
1198

0,52
1201

0,48
1045

0,54
1026

Table 2.5 Overview of the Questions Included in each Cultural Bias Scale

The reliability of these four scales is only modest; none of the scales has good
reliability, and the Hierarchy has actually relatively poor reliability. A strict
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interpretation o f the reliability wo uld be that I a m not actu ally dealing w ith scales w ith
mathematical prope rties, but with indexes withou t such properties. We m ust remember,
though, that the calculation of reliability is very sensitive to the number of variables,
and the reliability could be significantly improved, just by doubling the variables
included in the survey. A s a strategy to incre ase the reliab ility I would sug gest that in
the next survey one would use two questions to tap each domain.
Based on this examination of reliability and validity, I believe that all of these
scales do d isplay content v alidity. They have f rom mo derate to go od empiric al validity
with respect to their correlations with each other. They all exhibited good construct
validity reg arding the patte r of the d ifferen t questio n's loadin gs on th e diffe rent fac tors.
The reliability is high enough to justify the overall validity of these scales. I believe that
the low reliability will lead to a unsystematic increased variance of the cultural bias
scales, w hich w ould, fo r exam ple, in reg ression lead to n on-bia snes an d decre ased fit .
Even if the scales are far from being perfect, they are justifiable. They indicate cultural
bias in a way which is reasonably within the requirements usually put on measurement
of evasive concepts - lik e s attitudes an d values - in political scienc e. What still
remains to be done before the each of the analyses is the operationalization of these
scales for each of the versions of cultural theory. Because the operationalization will be
different for each of the versions, I have chosen to do them in the beginning of each
chapte r of ana lysis.
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